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Our vision
To be one of the leading companies in the region in various fields.
- Our clients and partners shall find what completes their success. We
expect their needs and fulfill them according to our self-commitment
- Every one shall be proud to work with Combined Mafco. We create
chances to achieve exceptional results and reward success.
- Society shall consider us responsible and effective.

Our objective
Time and safety are always our priorities, as our company has always been
desirous of clean record free from any delay in dates and free from
accidents in its projects or with vehicles it has always dealt with the best
insurance companies.
The result is distinguished safety performance even in hazardous work
environments and bad weather conditions and distant work sites.
Our concern with safety insures the safety of our clients and is useful to
our clients as it reduces the operating cost and increases their productivity
by eliminating the wasted time due to accidents and reduces their
insurance cost.

Our ethics
Our culture is based on integrity and mutual respect.
Our reputation in adherence to the highest ethics in work is one of our
valuable rules. We undertake the responsibility of each work we perform.
In Combined mafco, we do not tolerate any wrong behavior and ask our
employees to adhere such standards and the applicable local acts.

Our history
Combined mafcois one of the Kuwaiti companies in Fahaheel area. This
company was established by Mr. Mansor Al-Shamri in the year 2006.
The company commenced to perform contracting contracts with the cooperation societies and after that we contracted with Awazel Saudi
Company and Kharafi National Company and Buhabes General Trading
Company, Gemsil Holding Company, Gulf Engineers Company and
Gemsil Aquatech Company. Combined mafco expanded its work fields
after being classified with the joint operations ( Wafra) ,Kuwaiti Gulf Oil
Company and chevron Saudi Arabian to rent heavy and light equipments

for persons and companies and with contracting directly with Khaled
Ibrahim Alshuier and partners trading and contracting company which
works for Gulf oil Co and chevron Saudi Company and we were officially
classified as subcontractor to supply the skilled and unskilled manpower ,
vehicles and heavy equipments for drilling services to install oil pipe in
Wafra area ( Joint Operations) .
In 2009 we signed a 3 years term contract and in 2010 a 3 years term
contract included supply of manpower and equipments with a value of
$1.5 million. In 2012 contract of 4 years term was signed with SKS
Group General Trading Company for $1.650 million to provide
accommodation, food.
In 2011 we signed a 2 years term contract with Kharafi National
Company for $120 thousand to provide manpower.
In the year 2012 a contract with Saipem Company (land works unit) and
it is an Italian company, the contract includes providing of vehicles and
manpower and based on this contract our company was classified with
KOC as subcontractor to supply vehicles, skilled and unskilled manpower.
In 2013 we signed a 1 year term contract with Woongnam Engineering
& Construction (Korean Company) Agent to The GSEC Implementing
the North LPG Tank Farm Project AL-AHMADI Area for $50
thousand to provide Light Vehicles & manpower.
Throughout the four years , Combined mafco management gained various
experience and knowledge with the strict standards and quality control
and commitment of the defined dates of completion as per the companies
and governmental departments requests and other clients that led the
company to gain reputation and trust to provide excellent team upon
clients request .
This variety is due to the company team work ambition. This growth shall
give further dimensions of the company expectations and for next
generations.

Speech of the Chairman
Combined mafco Company was established by Mr. Mansor Al-Shamri in
the year 2006 as a result of his perspicacious view regarding the need of
the construction and oil companies to supply development necessities in
the State of Kuwait , accordingly the company was a partner in supplying
the equipments , vehicles and manpower in Wafra Area (Joint Operations)
 Supply of light vehicles ( buses - Half lories - Pick up - GMC- Jeep Salon)
 Supply of manpower

 Supply of transportation.
 Supply of accommodation.
 Supply of Food.
In order to fulfill these needs we expanded our work fields beside interior control
system for the best utility of our resources as we entered the following fields.
A. Heavy Equipments
- Crane renting services.
- Sheuol Renting services.
- Water tanker renting services.
B. Light contracting division :
- Painting services.
- Sanitary services.
- Maintenance services.
- Electricity services.
- Carpentry services.
- Aluminum services.
- All construction services except steel works.

Our values

-

Based on our family heritage we shall continue as a private company
managed by effective management guided by its unshaken values
Ethics: honesty, justice are our company essence.
Distinction: we put high standards and apply advanced technology and
keep developing and try hard to face challenges.
Good revenue: we earn what is equal to the values we offer to our clients.
Mutual respect: we encourage openness and team work and trust. We
respect different cultures, experience and opinions.
Safety: our steady goal “no accidents “persons lives is based on our safety
standards.
Continuousness: we plan for our company, clients and community far
future.

The company philosophy
Combined mafco general trading company was established by Mr. Mansor
Al-Shamri in 2006 as a result of his wise vision to establish a company
that participates in development in our state. The company was one of the
Kuwaiti companies which supply what sustains development in the oil
sector. Keeping the company values was our joint responsibility as follows:

Our goals (Objectives)
To become known as the best trading company we were famous for
technical proficiency and moral respect and admiration as a result of the
company commitment with its responsibilities with its clients.

Our mission
Our mission has introduced our company as a company of excellent
position and high quality and safe levels throughout the valuable examples
to abide by the timetable and we shall achieve them as follows:
- Insuring that the projects that we take part in based on our technical skills
gained from our experience throughout development and continuous
progress to reach the record standards and follow up the continuous
developing in the field of our activities.
- Insuring to reach the highest productivity throughout our private means.
- Insuring quality in all our activities and services.

Our commitment
 We are open, reacting, professional and committed to our clients needs
and proved ourselves as loyal, honest as commercial partners.
 We do not take any risk to disgrace our reputation and our
commercial dealings are never touched.
 Regarding the social aspect the company is reputable and performing
its responsibilities towards safety which reflected on its development.

The interior relationships
Our conviction that our employees are the most valuable resource that
we have and we wish to be known as the best work environment. Our
employees are the example and our relationship with them is governed
by mutual respect, trust and team work that provide suitable
environment for mutual goodwill at the same time we encourage
personal action and development of skills.

The international relationships
We are connected to the international community and respect others’
abilities, We shall deal with commercial partners on a wide
international range.
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